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In this note we present a brief proof of Fuglede’s Theorem which employs 
a construction of Berberian [l]. There, an enlargement X of a given Hilbert 
space %’ is devised, along with an isometric *-representation T + To from 
g(X) into Z(Y). If T is normal, its spectrum o(T) is equal to its approxi- 
mate point spectrum a(T), but it is further true that u(T) = u( To) = p( To) 
and thus, since TO is normal whenever T is, we have a(T) = u( To) = p( TO). 
Thus the representation preserves spectra (for all operators it turns out) and 
converts approximate eigenvalues into eigenvalues. 
THEOREM (Fuglede [2]). Let A, B E L?(Z) with A normal and AB = BA. 
Then A*B = BA*. 
PROOF. We have immediately that A”Bo = BOAa. Since A0 has pure point 
spectrum, it has a complete system of orthogonal eigenspaces spanning X. 
But in this case the theorem is easy, as observed by Halmos [3] : Bo is reduced 
by each of the eigenspaces AA of A”. If x E A?,, 
(AO)* Box = iBox = Bob = B”(Ao)* x, 
and it follows that (AO)* BO = P(AO)*. Since T+ To is a l-l *-representa- 
tion, the theorem is proved. 
This result, conjectured by von Neumann, was actually obtained for the 
more general case in which A is not necessarily bounded. It is possible to 
apply the representation A -+ A0 to unbounded normal operators, making 
use of the spectral decomposition, but little appears to be gained over the 
existing proofs (see, e.g., Putnam [4, pp. 9-1 I]). 
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